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Ten years of war in ex-Yugoslavia brought back into use the terms
�Balkans� and �bakanization� that by the end of the 19th and begin-
ning of the 20th centuries in the West became synonymous with

political violence, ethnic conflicts and fragmentation of states (kleinstatte-
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rei) that marked the breakup of the Ottoman Empire and the so-called
Eastern Crisis. At the time when the end of bipolar division of Europe
indicated the possibility of a new and peaceful order, wars for the Yugos-
lav legacy �brought wars back to Europe�1  showing the inability of inter-
national organizations to ensure peace in the continent that was no lon-
ger threatened by conflicting interests of military and political alliances,
but by crises and ethnic conflicts in former socialist countries. Many stu-
dies from this period, such as David Owen�s The Balkan Odyssey2, Susan
Wooward�s Balkan Tragedy3 , Robert Kaplan�s Balkan Ghosts4  and others
are evidence that the Balkans remain the �European powder-keg�5  at the
end of the century as it was at its beginning. An attempt of �remaking the
Balkans�6  upon religious, cultural and ethnic grounds caused further frag-
mentation of Southeastern Europe, while most Balkan states experience
economic, social and political crises with slim chances to follow Central
European countries and join European integrating processes in the fore-
seeable future.

Unlike Western Europe, which reinforced its integration within the Euro-
pean Union during the past decade, the former Eastern European bloc broke
up into three main groups. To the east of the continent, development of the
countries that emerged from the former Soviet Union, vaguely organized as
the Commonwealth of Independent States, remains uncertain and largely
dependent on the development of Russia that will probably remain militari-
ly, politically and economically the dominant country of the region over the
long run. Relying on the support of the West and, particularly, of the EU,
Central European countries have successfully embarked on transition and
the creation of regional organizations such as Central European Initiative
(CEI) and Central European Free Trade Association (CEFTA) on the way
towards full integration into the EU at the beginning of the 21st century. The
third group, countries of South Eastern Europe (i.e. Balkans) is already very
heterogeneous, burdened with underdevelopment, ethnic conflicts and con-
sequences of the breakup of former Yugoslavia. About a dozen initiatives
for regional cooperation, most of them being launched after the Dayton
peace agreement7 , did not bring about the expected results, above all due to
the lack of financial resources (most of them have been designed as self-
help programs), absence of clear perspective of European integration and
international isolation of a geographically central country of the region �
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.

The opportunity for stabilization of this region did not present itself
until political changes in Serbia, where the victory of democratic opposi-
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tion over Slobodan Milosevic�s regime in September 2000 eradicated the
last remnants of the Berlin Wall in Europe and, somewhat earlier, in Croatia
where the victory of opposition also eliminated an anachronous nationalis-
tic regime. Despite the fact that many crisis spots (Bosnia, Kosovo, etc.) are
still active in the region, South East European countries for the first time in
recent history have the opportunity to build stable mutual relations and
long-term forms of regional integration as part of European and Euro-
Atlantic integrations. The failure of the Rambouillet conference and NATO
military intervention against Yugoslavia in 1999 had serious consequences
not only for relations between the U.S. and Russia but also for trans-Atlan-
tic relations, confirming weaknesses of the Common Foreign and Defense
Policy and marginal position of the Union in issues of European security.
Under the German Presidency, the Union responded to that challenge in
June 1999 with the Stability Pact for Southeastern Europe and stabilization
and association process. The Pact encompassed most former initiatives for
regional cooperation as well as the policies of the European Union and the
United States in the attempt to establish common policy towards South East
Europe.

Will democratic changes in Serbia and Croatia indeed bring about a tur-
ning point in decade-long ethnic conflicts in �Western Balkans�? Or are they
only an episode such as those in 19908  or 19969  before the chain of ethnic
wars in the south of Balkans continues until its logical outcome � the crea-
tion of ethnically homogeneous nation states? The answer to this question
will depend not only on the future course of events in the Balkans, but also
on the policies of international community, above all readiness of the Euro-
pean Union to take the opportunity of the present favorable circumstances
for a radically new approach to this European region. The results of the
October elections in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the continuation of political
violence in Kosovo and Metohija and incursion of Albanian guerrillas to the
south of Serbia in November 2000, as well as shaky relations between two
members of the Yugoslav federation � Serbia and Montenegro � all warn
that the Balkans is still a powder-keg of crises with far-reaching political
consequences. Even under the assumption that the present latent crises do
not escalate into new armed conflicts, the road towards stabilization and
regional integration of the countries of South East Europe has many obstac-
les inherited from recent or the more distant past of this region, which give
rise to the question: �Do the Balkans exist?� i.e. are there historical, security,
economic and political assumptions for regional linking of Balkan states and
its European integration?
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Between Geography and History

Although geographically the Balkans is unquestionably a part of the Eu-
ropean continent, its turbulent history left its mark in profound ethnic, reli-
gious, cultural, economic and political divisions. Even the name of the re-
gion � the Balkan Peninsula (Balkan Halbinsel) � is a ficticious name
originating at the beginning of the 19th century by German geographer
August Zeune in an attempt to avoid then politically incorrect names such as
�European part of Turkey� or �Turkey in Europe�.10 He mistakenly believed
that the Balkan Mountains in Bulgaria are the northern geographical border
of this region.11  Since the Roman limes to the Iron Curtain in the 20th centu-
ry, during most of its history the Balkans were the border between empires,
religions and civilizations, while its peoples often clashed in the role of their
border guards and guardians. One of the consequences of imperial wars in
the Balkans were large population migrations which made the ethnic pat-
terns of the peninsula �spotted like a leopard�s pelt� while various religious
and cultural influences resulted in the mixing of Catholic and Orthodox
Christianity with Islam.12  The second consequence was ethnic and religious
animosities. The fiercest conflicts in the wars for the Yugoslav legacy from
1991-1999 took place precisely in the areas of former division lines between
empires such as Krajina in Croatia, where Vienna settled Serbian refugees
from Ottoman Empire since the 17th century to guard against Turkish incur-
sions.13  On the other side of the border, Bosnia and Herzegovina which was
under military administration at the time of the Ottoman Empire played
a similar role. The most difficult source of ethnic and territorial conflicts in
the Balkans � Kosovo and Metohija � is the consequence of conflicts betwe-
en Albanians, who coverted to Islam since the 16th century and became the
instrument of Ottoman rule, and neighboring Christian nations.14

Liberation wars and national revolutions in the Balkans at the beginning
of the 19th century confronted national projects of Balkan peoples, while
interventions of great powers prevented any of them from reaching ethnic
borders or establishing hegemony in the region. That was the reason why
the 20th century in the Balkans began and ended with ethnic wars, which
earned this region the reputation of the �European powder-keg� and created
negative stereotypes in the West. This reputation was additionally reinforced
by the wars for the Yugoslav heritage towards the end of the century.15

A total of seven wars took place in the Balkans during the 20th century: the
First and Second Balkan Wars, World War One, the Greco-Turkish War, World
War II, the Civil War in Greece and a series of wars for the Yugoslav heritage
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in the 1990�s. The most frequent motive for these wars in the Balkans was
�unsettled national issues� their goal being creation of nation-states i.e. et-
hnically homogenous states that would extend to the entire ethnic territory
of one nation. National programs of most Balkan peoples recognize the idea
of an �ethnic� or �greater� nation-state that relies on �historical� or �national�
rights and in this regard there is no substantial difference between Serbian,
Croatian, Albanian or other Balkan nationalism. Attempts at achieving these
ambitions in geographically limited and ethnically, culturally and religiously
very heterogeneous area of the Balkans inevitably led to ethnic and territo-
rial conflicts and massive involuntary migrations, i.e. �population exchange�
and �ethnic cleansing�. In addition to ethnic conflicts, the principle of na-
tion-states created economically unviable mini-states, which sooner or later
became the strongholds of authoritarian regimes and revisionist foreign po-
licies. After WWI the U.S., France and Great Britain drew a new political map
of the Balkans in an attempt to stop ethnic and territorial conflicts and to
include the region into the new international order in Europe. There were
a total of six states on this map, five of which were nation-states, while the
sixth one � Yugoslavia16  � was a multiethnic community of South Slavs. The
Versailles system of states in the Balkans was revised after WWII, this time
with the participation of the USSR, and remained in force until the end of the

Table I: Ethnic composition of South East European countries
(before the wars for the Yugoslav legacy)

Country Dominant people (%) Biggest minority (%)

Albania Albanians 98.0 Greeks 1.8

B&H three peoples

Bulgaria Bulgarians 85.7 Turks 9.4

Croatia Croats 78.1 Serbs 12.2

Greece Greeks 100.0

Macedonia Macedonians 66.4 Albanians 23.1

Romania Romanians 89.4 Hungarians 7.1

Slovenia Slovenians 87.6 Croats 2.7

Turkey Turks 83.0 Kurds 14.0

Yugoslavia Serbs 62.6 Albanians 16.5

Source: George Brunner, National Problems and Ethnic Conflicts in Eastern Europe,
Bertelsmann Foundation Publishers, Gütersloh 1996
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20th century. This can be credited to the balance of power between the East
and the West in the region which encompassed two NATO members (Greece
and Turkey), two Warsaw Treaty states (Romania and Bulgaria), as well as
non-aligned Yugoslavia and self-isolated Albania, which played the role of
a �strategic buffer� between the blocs.

The Cold War and bloc discipline only froze national conflicts in South
East Europe which were renewed with greater ferocity and a greater number
of participants after the breakup of bipolar order in the continent in 1989.
Regardless of how anachronous, ethnic and territorial conflicts in South East
Europe during the 1990s resisted all attempts of international mediation.
Moreover, instead of �Europeanization of the Balkans� ethnic and territorial
conflicts in the Balkans brought the Common Foreign and Scurity Policy to
the edge, threatened to �balkanize Europe� and returned NATO to the Euro-
pean scene. From Slovenia to Kosovo, every armed conflict in the Balkans
has demonstrated that wars in Europe are still possible and that the construc-
tion of the European Union will neither be complete nor stable until South
East Europe becomes an integral member.17  Even where peace was impo-
sed by NATO military intervention � in Bosnia and Herzegovina and, parti-
cularly, in Kosovo and Metohija � the present status quo would probably not
survive the withdrawal of international peace forces. The breakup of Yugos-
lavia, the biggest multiethnic experiment in the region and the state that was
one of the footholds of international order in Southeastern Europe for 73
years, reinforced the belief that multiethnic societies do not have a chance
to successfully complete transition toward market economies and democra-
tic societies and that only nation-states have future. An argument often quo-
ted to support this thesis is that West European countries entered integration
processes as established nation states, that the first NATO members and most
successful candidates for EU membership from the former Eastern European
bloc (Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary) are nation states and that cur-
rent candidates from Southeastern Europe (Slovenia, Romania and Bulgaria)
are also nation states. On the other hand, all three former East European
federations (USSR, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia) broke up after 1989 while
most present multiethnic states in the Balkans cope with more or less serious
ethnic problems and do not have a chance to join neither the EU nor NATO
in the foreseeable future.

Although wars for the Yugoslav heritage during the 1990s did not spill
over its international borders, they strongly destabilized the entire region
and dispatched shock waves throughout Europe and the world. Basically,
these wars were waged in two main crisis areas. The first conflict triangle is
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made up of Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Underlying this
conflict is an ethnic and territorial dispute between two of the largest popu-
lations of the former SFRY � Serbs and Croats � who have been living toget-
her for centuries in these areas, while both lay their claims on Bosnia and
Herzegovina, where the most numerous ethnic group are Muslims of Slavic
(i.e. Serbian and Croat) descent. This war ended towards the end of 1995
with NATO military intervention and the Dayton Peace Agreement, but now,
five years after its signing, deployment of international peace forces under
NATO command and almost five billion dollars of international aid later,
Bosnia and Herzegovina remains a profoundly divided society (as confir-
med by the results of October 2000 elections) without self-sufficient econo-
my. However, while the Dayton agreement stopped armed conflicts in Bos-
nia, the end of war in Kosovo and Metohija, the other crisis spot in the
Balkans, did not put an end to political violence and ethnic cleansing which
continues until the present day. Incursion of Albanian guerrillas on the south
of Serbia in November 2000 only confirmed that the Kosovo problem direc-
tly threatens not only Serbia, Montenegro, FYROM and Albania, but also
Greece and Bulgaria indirectly, as well as the entire southern Balkans.18

Unlike the Dayton Agreement, the war in Kosovo and Metohija ended with
UN SC resolution 1244 and the so-called Military Technical Agreement sig-
ned in Kumanovo, which does not contain long-term solutions for stabiliza-
tion of the southern Balkans and leaves room for an escalation of conflicts.19

Economic Geography of the Balkans

The legacy of a turbulent past, the marginal position of the Balkans in
relation to major economic processes in Europe and the lack of an economi-
cally dominant country that could act as a driving force of economic deve-
lopment in this region are some of the main reasons for relative underdeve-
lopment. This gives rise to the question: �Do the Balkans economy exist at
all?�. Two of the most economically successful countries of the Balkans �
 Greece and Turkey � do not have the economic potential of a united Ger-
many which in the 1990s decisively contributed to the successful economic
transition of its eastern neighbors; nor do Greece or Turkey have the same
level of influence as France, Italy and Spain in the Mediterranean. Until the
beginning of 1990s the Balkan economic scene was divided into three parts.
In the first one, Romania and Bulgaria, as Comecon members and a part of
the East European trade bloc, guided most of their foreign-trade relations
towards its members � USSR and other East European countries, while eco-
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nomic relations with the neighbors developed within the Comecon policy.
In the second trade bloc were Greece and Turkey as EC members, i.e. asso-
ciated members, whose main trade and financial partners were in the West.
The third part was the single market of ex-SFRY. Owing to its position of
a �strategic buffer� between the blocs, it had relatively favorable arrange-
ments both with Comecon and with the EC, and since the mid-1960s also
with Third World countries. That was the reason why the interest of Yugos-
lavia for economic cooperation with the Balkan neighbors was, with certain
exceptions20 , relatively modest and took place within the arrangements of
Comecon and the EC.21

Table II: Population and income per capita in SECI countries

Country Population Territory (km2) Income per-
capita (USD)

Albania 3,413,904 28,750 713

Bosnia and Herzegovina 4,383,000 51,233 �

Bulgaria 8,350,000 110,912 1,620

Greece 10,550,000 131,990 10,645

Croatia 4,665,821 56,538 3,650

Hungary 10,566,944 93,030 3,840

Macedonia 2,160,000 25,333 1,919

Moldavia 4,415,000 33,700 4,028

Romania 23,198,330 273,500 1,355

Slovenia 1,989,477 20,256 8,400

Turkey 63,535,000 779,360 2,685

Yugoslavia 11,101,833 102,350 1,531

Source: Southeast European Factbook & Survey, ELIAMEP, Athens 1996

The most visible consequence of economic division of the Balkans is an
underdeveloped infrastructure (traffic routes, telecommunication networks,
oil pipelines, etc.) on which regional economic cooperation could rely. In
this sense, two different Balkans currently exist. The first one consists of the
area of former Yugoslavia which has been developing as a unique economic
space for more than seventy years and which has a relatively developed
infrastructure. However, the breakup of SFRY divided it with new �hard�
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borders and political differences that reduced mutual economic cooperation
between Yugoslav republics to a very modest level. Already in the last deca-
des of former Yugoslavia, the priority of the Yugoslav republics was no
longer a single market, but their economic cooperation with neighboring
countries.22  The second scene encompasses other countries which were
separated during the Cold War not only by the Iron Curtain but also by their
marginal position in relation to the centers of trade blocs. To illustrate this
point, it is worth mentioning that there is only one bridge in a several hun-
dred kilometer stretch of the Danube between Bulgaria and Romania, while
the main traffic routes from these two countries lead eastward. Breakup and
war in former Yugoslavia stopped most of inland transport between Greece
and Turkey and the rest of the EU and rerouted it to sea transport. In addi-
tion, traditionally �hard� borders between the Balkan states are a reason for
long delays of passengers and goods at border crossings, and they additio-
nally hamper traffic within the region.

The second consequence is visible in foreign trade trends of Balkan
states. According to official statistics, most Balkan countries, with some
exceptions, have almost negligible mutual trade (under 1 % of total imports
and exports23 ) while for most of them their main trade partners are Germa-
ny, Italy and Russia.24  Certainly, this data should be taken with some reser-
ve due to the consequences of the 10-year long wars for the Yugoslav
heritage and UN Security Council sanctions against the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia. As a result, a large share of economic transactions shifted to
the informal sector and remain beyond the reach of official statistics.25

During these ten years, the economies of most former socialist countries in
the Balkans experienced a dramatic decline. In the case of Yugoslavia, it is
as much as 70 % compared with 1989. Causes for this should be sought
both in the breakup of the former Yugoslav market26  and the consequen-
ces of the collapse of centrally planned economies whereby the Balkan
states, unlike CEFTA countries, did not manage to find an alternative to the
EU market.27  According to economic analyses which are hard to test statis-
tically, certain countries of the region now generate over 50 % of their gross
domestic product in the �shadow economy�, while a large share of their
mutual trade is carried out through illegal channels. The conditions of the
war economy in the republics of former Yugoslavia during the past decade
were conducive to illegal economic activities and the development of in-
ternational crime networks which, in addition to traditional criminal activi-
ties (smuggling of arms, tobacco, illegal migrants, narcotics and other ha-
zardous substances) extended their activities to illegal trade in vital raw
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materials, fuel and other products, permeating deeply into these econo-
mies and causing widespread corruption.

In spite of the generally adverse consequences of crises and wars in the
Balkans during the 1990s, they also produced certain favorable effects, shif-
ting former trade trends into regional scope, setting the basis for any future
regional cooperation in the Balkans. After the end of war in Kosovo and
Metohija and the lifting of UN SC trade sanctions against Yugoslavia, a large
share of formerly illegal trade transactions will shift to legal channels, which
will be visible in future official trade statistics and will illustrate the real
extent of these changes. For example, it is worth pointing out that Belgrade,
the geographic center of the Balkans, is situated approximately at the same
distance (about 400 kilometers) from Zagreb, Budapest and Sofia. However,
until 1991 the traffic of passengers, goods and money between Belgrade and
Zagreb took place within the single political and economic space. That is not
the case now and FRY and Croatia are divided by profound political diffe-
rences and �hard� borders. Unlike that, traffic between Belgrade, on one
hand, and Budapest and Sofia, on the other, led across the �Iron Curtain�
and was subjected to rigorous border controls. However, the situation is
different today: during the past ten years thousands of representative offices
of Yugoslav firms were opened in these two cities, while financial transac-
tions of Yugoslav legal and, particularly, physical persons with other coun-
tries are partially carried out through Hungarian and Bulgarian banks. In
short, the 1990s have radically changed economic geography of the Balkans
and shifted economic processes towards new partners and new markets.

Relations between Hungary and Yugoslavia are an example of this shift.
During the last ten or so years, they had many ups and downs, but the
breakup and war in ex-SFRY nevertheless made Hungary an important link
in the traffic of people and goods between FRY and EU countries as well as
in business relations between Serbia and the West. The effects are particular-
ly visible in southern Hungary, notably in Szeged, where a larger number of
Yugoslav private firms are registered and where in 1999 the so-called Szeged
process started, which played a significant role in linking democratic oppo-
sition in Serbia with the EU. Hungary�s joining of NATO in March 1999 and
approaching of the date of its admission into the Union and erection of
Schengen borders towards its southern and eastern neighbors raises the
problem of its relations not only with FRY but also with Romania and Ukra-
ine, where numerous Hungarian minorities live (about 350,000 only in FRY).
Although one may assume that normalization of relations between former
Yugoslav republics will return a portion of passenger and freight traffic back
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to their former routes through Croatia and Slovenia, one may realistically
expect that Hungary�s future membership in the Union could increase the
isolation of Balkan states unless it is accompanied by adequate compensato-
ry measures. However, if by that time most former socialist countries in the
Balkans are admitted to associated membership of the Union and CEFTA and
if other specific measures are introduced (including INTERREG program),
the ongoing process of cross-border cooperation could contribute to appro-
achment of the Balkan countries to the Union. Soon after its admission into
NATO, Hungary was involved in military intervention against Yugoslavia in
March 1999, which raised a number of new security concerns in the region
that could be removed by early admission of these countries into Partner-
ship for Peace and the EU. Similar problems in the region could be brought
about by the admission of Slovenia (also in the first category of countries-
candidates envisaged by Agenda 2000) as well as selective policy of the
Union towards Balkan countries.

However, even if the consequences of wars for the Yugoslav heritage are
set aside for a while, one must notice that the Balkans are situated on the
European periphery and that with the exception of Greece (and to some
extent, Italy and Turkey), there are no economically developed countries in
this part of Europe that could have the role of an �engine� of regional econo-
mic development and be representatives of their interests in political and
financial capitals of the Union. The marginal position of the Balkans may be
illustrated by the fact that until 1991 only two Balkan non-member countries
� SFRY and Turkey � shared with 1 % each in the total foreign trade of the
European Union, while per capita value of aid of G-24 to Balkan states28

during the 1990s amounted to 388 ECU compared with 882 ECU allocated
per capita as aid to the Visegrad group. Fear that the Iron Curtain in Europe
will be replaced with the Golden Curtain between the rich and the poor was
one of the main motives of Slovenia and Croatia for their �flight from the
Balkans�, while some other countries of the region see themselves as Central
European rather than Balkan states.29  This was compounded by stereotypes
about the Balkans as a part of a continent that does not belong to Europe.
This was an underlying the failure of EU policy in the early 1990s in its
attempt to stop the Yugoslav crisis.

European Union and the Balkans

If the political Europe is indeed �an encounter of an space and a pro-
ject�30  is this encounter also feasible on the southeast part of the continent
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that was historically mainly the �periphery� or �the border of Europe�? For
pro-European forces in Balkan states the perspective of membership in the
Union is almost the only way to get anchored in Western values and to
stabilize their societies and their international environment in the transition
process. Failure in fulfilling their promises was the reason why such political
groups lost electoral power in the past ten years and relinquished initiatives
to nationalistic, neo-communist and other populist forces31  as well as forces
of an underdog culture present in this region.32  During the late 1980�s and
early 1990�s, the European Community did not develop a specific policy
towards South East Europe and instead applied the policy originally desig-
ned for Central European countries. A part of the West European political
elite at the time considered that the eastern enlargement of European integ-
ration, finalité politique of the Union, ends at the eastern borders of Western
civilization, within the borders of �Carolingian Europe�.33  Consistent imple-
mentation of the conditioning principle and uneven distribution of Union�s
aid to the Visegrad group rather than the Balkan countries further widened
the developmental gap between Central and South East Europe. Forthco-
ming eastern enlargement of the European Union will leave most of South-
-Eastern Europe at the tail as a powder keg and poor part of Europe: �Thus,
the EU is de facto dividing the region with its left hand while promoting
multilateral cooperation between the states of the same region with the right
hand�.34

Therefore, there are basically two possible scenarios for the development
of the Balkans in the first decades of the 21st century.

The first one � the triumph of the nation-state � relies on the assumption
that ethnic and territorial conflicts must, with necessary humanitarian inter-
ventions of the international community, be brought to their logical close �
creation of stable nation states � and that only then it will be possible to
establish long-term security, economic and political structures and begin
integration of this region into a European framework. This is corroborated
by the consequences of past wars for the Yugoslav heritage and the attitude
of influential political forces in these countries, as well as by the positions of
some of the Western elites. Five years after the Dayton Agreement, Bosnia
and Herzegovina is a profoundly divided country, its central authorities exist
only formally, its economy still largely relies on humanitarian aid from the
international community, while its unity is based on UN and NATO �soft-
protectorate�. A year after the UN SC resolution 1244, Kosovo and Metohija
still have the status of a volatile peace dominated by political violence and is
on the way to final ethnic divisions where small Serb enclaves survived only
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on the north and, partially, in the south of the country. The Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia is a country composed of three different and relatively inde-
pendent entities � Serbia, Montenegro and Kosovo � with an uncertain com-
mon future. The situation is similar in the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, where a strong Albanian ethnic minority in the west of the co-
untry is exerting strong pressure towards federalization, as with Montenegro
whose independence could encourage similar requests of Albanian minority
on the east of the country.35  The consequences of opinion that �the breakup
of Yugoslavia is not over� and support to requests for independence of
Kosovo and Montenegro could result in the further proliferation of small,
weak and revisionist states in the Balkans or �remaking the Balkans� towards
revision of the existing borders whose inevitable consequence would be
forceful relocation, i.e. �ethnic cleansing� of large population groups in the
south of the Balkans with the aim of creating ethnically homogeneous na-
tion-states.36  It remains uncertain whether this process could be contained
within the borders of former Yugoslavia or whether it would spill over to
neighboring countries, also burdened with latent ethnic conflicts. What se-
ems certain, however, is that proliferation of small and weak states in chro-
nic economic and political crises would be conducive for the creation of
populist and nationalistic regimes, as has already occurred during the 1990�s.

An opposite scenario � a �triumph of integration� � relies on an assum-
ption of active stabilization, regional linking and association of Balkan states
with the European Union. Encouraged by negative experiences of war in
Kosovo and Metohija and previous failed attempts at regional linking of
Balkan states, in mid-1999 the Union launched the �stabilization and associa-
tion� process and Stability Pact which encompasses almost all the previous
regional initiatives. During the following year major changes occurred in the
region, both positive and negative. The positive side of this balance records
the departure of authoritarian and nationalistic regimes in Croatia and Ser-
bia, the return of Albanian refugees to Kosovo and Metohija and relative
stability of FYROM and Albania. Despite the war in Kosovo and Metohija,
a growing �euroization� of regional trade, harmonization of national legisla-
tion with the communitary law and beginning of customs leveling is occur-
ring. For the first time during the past ten years, the Union attempted at the
Helsinki summit to define a long-term stabilization and integration policy for
the countries of this region.37  The donor conference of the Stability Pact in
March 2000 collected EUR 2.4 billion for quick-start projects in the region38

while the first summit of Balkan States and the Union was held in Zagreb in
November 2000. On the negative side of the balance is, however, the weak-
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ness of international administration, continued violence and �ethnic clean-
sing� in Kosovo and Metohija, incursion of more than 1200 Albanian guerril-
las on the south of Serbia, return of nationalistic parties on the elections in
a number of Balkan states, burgeoning organized crime and corruption in
the region39  and a relatively small interest of Balkan states for regional lin-
king, as they give preference to direct links with the Union and CEFTA
countries. After the momentum brought about by the aftermath of war in
Kosovo and Metohija and political changes in Serbia and Croatia, one cannot
quite rule out that absence of rapid democratic and market reforms and
continuation of ethnic conflicts and corruption in the region could again
cause Balkan fatigue in the West and new marginalization of the region.

The World Bank regional strategy paper on the Balkans40  induced an
intense debate that brought about a clear vision and a concrete political
framework for the reconstruction and development of the region based on
five main aspects: (a) problems of the Balkans are defined as transition and
development problems, while proposals for reforms are for the first time
adjusted to the need of regional and European integration; (b) subregional
integration is an important aspect of the proposed political framework, but
its limitations are recognized; (c) preference is given to European integration
over subregional integration; (d) institutional reform is proposed to be the
priority for governments and donors, and (e) emphasis is placed on preser-
vation of human and social capital.41  Institutional framework for issues of
regional security, economic recovery and development, and democracy and
human rights is the Stability Pact with its three Round Tables. However, it
still lacks instruments and financial resources that would enable it to produ-
ce substantial influence on the course of events in the Balkans. Moreover,
certain circles in the West fear that the present approach to the Stability Pact
and Stabilization and Association Process could be an additional impedi-
ment on the road to full integration of Balkan states into EU and that instead
it would be better to create conditions for their early associated membership
in the Union, admission into CEFTA and prolonged pre-accession process on
the basis of a revised approach to Stabilization and Association Process and
Stability Pact.42

At this point one cannot avoid the question of how it is possible to
implement World Bank and Stability Pact strategies, which are essentially
post-conflict strategies, in a situation when conflicts are not over: �how can
the economic strategy designed by the international community be imple-
mented in the environment of �controled insecurity� promoted by the inter-
national community?�43  Security risks in the Balkans are structural and past
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experience with NATO-led protectorates in Bosnia and in Kosovo has shown
that the presence of international peace forces can pacify armed conflicts but
cannot eliminate their causes. Five years after Dayton it turned out in Bosnia
that as much as 4.5 billion dollars of aid cannot start up economic develop-
ment, while this former Yugoslav republic during five years from the end of
war and Dayton Peace Agreement became a humanitarian aid economy �
this will probably also happen in Kosovo and Metohija. Even in countries,
that recorded certain progress in relations with the EU during the past seve-
ral years, such as Romania and Bulgaria, social and economic crisis results in
population frustration and loss of confidence in democratic institutions and
the government. Continuation of ethnic and territorial conflicts in the Bal-
kans could lead to further proliferation of protectorates and weak states, i.e.
states that either do not want or cannot create and implement legal rules. In
short, one of the main aspects of recovery and development of Balkan states
is stabilization of governmental institutions and the re-establishment of their
authority through reliance on Union institutions, economic potential and
policies. In other words, EU strategy towards South East Europe must po-
ssess vision and resources similar to the Marshall Plan or European Union�s
policy in the preparation for �southern enlargement� in the 1970�s and to-
wards Central and Eastern Europe at the end of the 1980�s and beginning of
the 1990�s.

Dilemmas existing in the West in connection with the justifiability of
NATO intervention against FRY in the spring of 199944  have direct political
consequences on transatlantic relations and may be only resolved by final
outcome of changes that occurred after the war ended. The balance of these
changes is contradictory and it would be too premature to conclude whether
they indeed brought about a turning point in the decade-long ethnic con-
flicts and crises in the Balkans. With its interventions in Bosnia and Herze-
govina (1995) and in Kosovo and Metohija (1999) NATO became an impor-
tant security factor in the region, but its role remained restricted to maintaining
territorial and political status quo without the possibility of influencing poli-
tical and economic processes on which long-term stabilization of this area
depends. At present only the European Union may play such a role and its
policy in the region is somewhat modified by Stabilization and Association
Process and Stability Pact. However, one cannot avoid wondering whether
their philosophy perhaps became outdated in the meantime. For most coun-
tries in the region, SAA and SP can only be provisional and transitional forms
of development of relations with the Union, which cannot replace the acces-
sion process with the final goal of acquiring full membership in the Union.
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The most important if not the only political instrument of the Union in this
region is the promise of full-fledged membership in the EU as the foothold
for the policy of liberal and democratic forces in Balkan states. However, it
would be wrong to expect that integration is possible by bypassing the role
of the state and focusing on non-state integration of these countries, because
in that way the Union would find itself in the role of a semi colonial power,
as witnessed by the experiences of international administration (actually,
protectorate) in Bosnia and Kosovo, as well as attempts to minimize the role
of the state in some other Balkan states in favor of supranational institutions
or non-government organizations. Further fragmentation of existing multina-
tional states would not be helpful in this sense, since it would not resolve
unsettled ethnic and territorial conflicts but only give them intergovernmen-
tal forms and lead to further proliferation of weak and unstable microstates.
Contrary to this, support to stabilization of democratic and market-oriented
government institutions in the existing Balkan states and their intergover-
nmental relations would set the groundwork for a political solution of open
crisis spots, eliminating at the same time obstacles to their linking with the
EU and for integration of the entire region.

Do the Balkans matter?
For over one century the Balkans was the region where Europe projec-

ted its power, its differences and where European wars started. Inability to
check the centrifugal powers in former Yugoslavia and preempt or stop the
violent dissolution of Yugoslavia seriously affected European Common
Foreign and Security policy clearly demonstrating that NATO remains the
only credible hard security organization on the continent even after the
Warsaw Treaty and the Soviet Union ceased to exist. �In more than one
respect, the Western Balkans pose a real threat to the security and stability
of the current and future EU member states as well as to the credibility and
authority of the EU as a global actor. Europe has to come to terms with
new incumbent responsibilities and act accordingly.�45  Initial weakness of
EU policies in the Balkans was confirmed even during the 1999 Kosovo
war, basically NATO and, more specifically, the U.S. operation (more than
80% aircraft sorties were performed by the U.S. planes). That led to more
active posture of the EU countries during the Cologne and Helsinki sum-
mits towards more articulated defense policies. The Balkans may be Europe�s
one and only chance to develop lasting foreign policy, security and defen-
se arrangements.

n
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Resumé:

Predrag Simic: Existuje Balkán? Vízia budúcnosti juhovýchodnej Euró-
py: perspektívy z regiónu

Slová Balkán a balkanizácia získali opä� svoj nelichotivý význam politic-
kého násilia, etnických konfliktov a fragmentácie �tátov poèas desiatich ro-
kov vojen v bývalej Juhoslávii. Dnes po ví�azstve demokratických síl nad
Slobodanom Milo�evièom a porá�ke nacionalistického re�imu v Chorvátsku
sa pre región otvára príle�itos� pre jeho stabilizáciu, je v�ak mo�né, �e ide
len o epizódu medzi re�azou etnických vojen, ktoré budú pokraèova� a� do
logického konca � vytvorenia etnicky èistých národných �tátov. V ïal�om
smerovaní regiónu zohráva ve¾kú úlohu politika medzinárodného spoloèen-
stva, najmä EÚ. Aj keby latentné krízy neprepukli do otvorených konfliktov,
le�ia na ceste k stabilizácii a regionálnej integrácii mnohé preká�ky zdedené
z minulosti, ktoré vyvolávajú otázku týkajúcu sa samotnej existencie Balká-
nu, existencie jeho historických, bezpeènostných, ekonomických a politic-
kých predpokladov na prepojenie balkánskych �tátov a ich európsku
integráciu.

Zo zemepisného h¾adiska Balkán do Európy jednoznaène patrí, av�ak
práve cezeò viedli deliace èiary medzi impériami. Na nich sa odohrali aj
najkrutej�ie boje vo vojnách o juhoslovanské dedièstvo. Najèastej�ím motí-
vom vojen na Balkáne boli �nevyrie�ené národné otázky� a cie¾om vytvore-
nie národných etnicky homogénnych �tátov. Nacionalizmus Srbov, Chorvá-
tov, Albáncov, ale i ïal�ích balkánskych národov, zalo�ený na �etnickom�
alebo �historickom� práve, sa vzájomne ve¾mi nelí�i. Ide pritom o územie
geograficky obmedzené a etnicky, kultúrne a nábo�ensky ve¾mi heterogén-
ne. Konflikty preto vyvolali nedobrovo¾nú migráciu obyvate¾stva a prispeli
k vytvoreniu ekonomicky nesebestaèných �tátov, ktoré ¾ahko spadli pod
autoritárske vedenie. Disciplína studenej vojny národnostné konflikty iba
zmrazila. Ka�dý ozbrojený konflikt od Slovinska po Kosovo je dôkazom
toho, �e vojna v Európe je stále mo�ná. Vytvorenie Európskej únie nebude
preto kompletné ani stabilné, kým sa juhovýchodná Európa nestane jej in-
tegrálnou súèas�ou. Hoci sa vojny o dedièstvo Juhoslávie neroz�írili za jej
hranice, výrazne destabilizovali celý región.

Na Balkáne chýba ekonomicky dominantná krajina, ktorá by bola moto-
rom hospodárskeho rozvoja celého regiónu. Je to jedna z príèin relatívneho
ekonomického zaostávania a vyvoláva otázku dotýkajúcu sa existencie bal-
kánskej ekonomiky. Juhoslávia bola �strategickým nárazníkom� medzi poli-
tickými blokmi druhej polovice 20. storoèia, mala preto pomerne výhodné
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kontakty s oboma stranami, neskôr i s krajinami tretieho sveta. Prirodzene
nemala záujem o hospodársku spoluprácu so svojimi balkánskymi susedmi.
Vzájomný obchod väè�iny krajín Balkánu je ve¾mi nízky. Nièivé následky
ozbrojených konfliktov, ale aj embargo BR OSN na obchod s Juhosláviou sa
podpísali pod prechod ve¾kej èasti hospodárskych transakcií do �neformál-
neho� sektora. Niektoré krajiny produkujú 50 % HDP v rámci tieòovej eko-
nomiky. Zaujímavý je aj vz�ah krajín regiónu so susedmi regiónu. Maïarsko
je dôle�itým prepojením na pohyb ¾udí a tovarov medzi JZR a krajinami EÚ.
Budúce èlenstvo MR v EÚ mô�e posilni� izoláciu Balkánu, ak ho nebud
sprevádza� primerané kompenzaèné opatrenia. Mno�stvo nových bezpeè-
nostných otázok vyvolal aj vstup MR do NATO a jeho úèas� v ozbrojenej
intervencii voèi Juhoslávii v marci 1999.

Existujú dva scenáre ïal�ieho vývoja na Balkáne. Prvý � triumf národ-
ných �tátov � predpokladá logické vyústenie mno�stva etnických a terito-
riálnych konfliktov do vytvorenia stabilných národných �tátov, a a� potom
bude mo�né zavies� dlhodobú bezpeènos�, hospodárske a politické �trukt -
ry a zaèa� s integráciou regiónu. Opaèným scenárom je triumf integrácie
a predpokladá aktívnu stabilizáciu, regionálne prepojenie a asociáciu �tátov
Balkánu s EÚ. Európa predstavila Pakt stability a stabilizaèný a asociaèný
proces, ktoré u� potvrdili svoje pozitívne, ale i negatívne stránky. Aby bol
dosiahnutý úspech, musí ma� stratégia EÚ voèi juhovýchodnej Európe svoju
víziu a zdroje podobne ako Marshallov plán alebo politika EÚ pre prípravu
roz�írenia na juh v 70-tych rokoch, alebo do krajín strednej a východnej
Európy na konci 80-tych a za zaèiatku 90-tych rokov. V súèasnosti iba EÚ
mô�e dostatoène ovplyvni� politické a ekonomické procesy, od ktorých zá-
visí dlhodobá stabilizácia oblasti. Jej najdôle�itej�ím, ak nie jediným politic-
kým nástrojom je prís¾ub plnohodnotného èlenstva v EÚ.

Balkán bol oblas�ou, kde sa premietala moc a rozdiely Európy a kde
zaèali európske vojny. Poèiatoèná slabos� politiky EÚ voèi Balkánu, ktorá
bola potvrdená i poèas vojny v Kosove, bola posilnená aktívnej�ím posto-
jom na summitoch v Kolíne a Helsinkách. Balkán je mo�no jedinou �ancou
Európy na vybudovanie trvalých zahraniènopolitických a bezpeènostných
usporiadaní. *

* resumé: Katarína �áková


